Product Datasheet
Securing Your Network 24x7

Firewall: Real Time Protection against internet
threats and hackers, Online protection of all
web traffic to prevent Virus/Malware Infection
Content Filtering: Advanced Content Filtering
of all traffic to block unwanted websites/URLs
Bandwidth Assignment: Management of
Internet speed, assigning quota for user and
restricting websites
Captive Portal: Internet access by
authorisation only, access based on
authorisation. Provide internet only to specific
users

HIGH EMPLOYEE
PRODUCTIVITY
With increasing Internet
usage for social media/
entertainment there is severe
hit to quality of work and
productivity.

YOUR COMPUTER
NETWORK WITHOUT
SKYWAY IS OPEN
DOORS TO
HACKERS/VIRUSES/
MALWARE

BLOCK UNAUTHORISED
DOWNLOADS

VIRUS/MALWARE
ATTACK

BLOCKING EXTERNAL
THREATS

It is extremely dangerous to
NOT know what your
employees are accessing
or downloading from the
Internet.

Businesses world over
are loosing billions from
data loss/theft due to
Virus/Malware attacks.

There is a growing
community of Hackers out
there who are after your
sensitive data. Many hackers
hijack systems and hold the
owner for ransom.

Product Datasheet
If you have one or more computer(s) connected to the Internet and do not have a Firewall installed, you
are a potential target for Cyber attacks from Internet Hackers, Viruses, Trojans, Malware, identity/data
theft and other malicious attacks.
Basic software Firewall such as the one bundled with Operating Systems like Windows 8/10, provide
basic protection from incoming traffic. However, the outgoing traffic - which may contain your credit card,
bank account details, passwords and/or confidential information about your business - is not protected.
A Virus/Malware will exploit this hole to send such information from within your system to any computer
located anywhere in the world. For all you know, it could even be your own employees who would be
sending it.
SkyWall is a next generation Firewall which will monitor your traffic in both directions - incoming and
outgoing - keeping your information safe. It will block all unauthorized access and make your entire
network invisible to the Internet servers to help prevent any intrusion.
SkyWall has in-built Antivirus for protection against download of files infected with Virus/Malware. It also
allows you to create user groups to have specific Internet access policies and Bandwidth allocated to
different users. With its highly advanced reporting feature, you will always be one step ahead in
monitoring all activities on your network.
Buy SkyWall today! While you focus on growing your business, we will take care of Network Security.
Appliance Series
Recommended Users

SWM15

SWM40

SWM75

15-20

40-50

75-90

20000

125000

350000

Web Filtering
Concurrent Sessions
Virus Protection
Bandwidth Management
User/Group Management
Captive Portal
WiFi Hotspot Automation
ADSL2+ / 3G / 4G / FTTH

Connectivity
LAN Ports
Form Factor

2

2

2/4

Mini ITX

1U Rack Mount

1U Rack Mount
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